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Dear Karien,

I'm writing today to cast a vote of confidence in Philip Neustrom and LocalWiki for your
fellowship program. I'm currently running a civic, online engagement campaign at Code for
America and LocalWiki is one of the featured applications. Because of Philip's support and a
strong interest in LocalWiki among our network of local volunteers new LocalWikis launched in
over a dozen cities in October & November. I've watched as communities have rallied around
their LocalWikis to bring them to life. Some LocalWikis turn out better than others but regardless
of the outcomes we are all learning important lessons about how the web can be used to
describe and improve our understanding of the places we live. I think there are several new
forms of civic engagement emerging online and LocalWiki is largely representative of one of
them. Of all the content that is published about, by, and for a city shouldn't at least some of it be
created and curated by the residents of the city? This has implications in other areas, too, such
as local 311. In places like Honolulu, HI cities and citizens use a similar approach to answer
commonly asked questions about the city and improve discoverability of answers. I want you to
know that we don't have a stake in LocalWiki's success beyond this civic engagement
campaign. I simply feel that Philip's work on LocalWiki is important and worthy of your support.

I am happy to answer any questions you may have.

Best Regards,
Kevin

--
Kevin Curry
Program Director
CfA Brigade
757.613.8158
GMT-5
http://brigade.codeforamerica.org
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